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Great publication for guys too (she'll be thankful) ;) As a beginning women's intimates vendor, this
publication has both filled in some gaps and provided some (otherwise unattainable by a guy)
foundational principles. But why are there thousands to pick from? This was a cute little book, but I
simply am not THAT taken with undergarments. Everyone can appearance great within their clothes, if
they wear the right underwear underneath. I gave it to my partner who wasn't interested in it at all. ...
Really! Women might find the chapter on bra fitting of help, are less likely to find the section on how best
to placed on a garter and stockings useful (isn't it immediately obvious? Taking a quiz to know what your
design is, to me, was limiting at best. I could provide it to my partner if it wasn't befitting my girl; or if it
wasn't appropriate for my wife, I could leer happily at the inappropriate photos. It appeared such a win-
win-win scenario.Well, alas, no leering for me. There's not really a single photo, so men, you can quit
reading here. Under no circumstances bought a bra before? But what there is certainly, seems to be the
type of advice within women's magazines beneath the title "27 fresh panties you have to have NOW!
What's the idea? When the Amazon Vine system offered up Underneath It All: A girl's instruction to
purchasing, wearing, and loving underwear, I considered the potential of the book.) and could or may not
get use out from the list of fine lingerie shops in the US. My wife study this book and thought it wasn't
much; but maybe that's why it's known as the girl's guide, rather than the women's instruction.. This book
may be for you!but mainly because another reviewer points out, we're not talking "girls, let's play
Barbies!", we're talking "Young ladies, let's go down to the sports activities bar and meet some hot
stockbrokers! The back of the publication has shopping advice, what to look for, and where to go, plus a
set of stores. this book would fit nicely into a stocking. A Xmas stocking, not a sheer nylon stocking.
There are some line drawings--I'm not sure how useful they are, and certainly the corset one misses a lot
of the point of a corset..) This little book will make you like your underwear drawer. I've been told that
balconette bras are great for us top large gals.I've an extra-large chest that's losing the battle with gravity,
tiny shoulders that may barely keep them up, and a belly that has been through four extremely invasive
surgeries (and sports activities the marks to prove it). It's hard to learn which sites are selling honestly
good quality items or simply flimsy junk that last for just one wash. It really appears to be aimed at young
girls who would like to buy something pretty and have never been to a lingerie store before. Although I
don't know how many of them would be able to spend $100 per bra in order to get the wonderful ones
this reserve recommends. And when the clothes come off? These queries, and more, are answered for you
personally in this handy small guide to building your closet from the within out. What about those of us
who can't key a blouse, we don't need perky - we need HELP! Think again.The lingerie-care information
is in fact pretty useful, because so many of us who've been spending $20 per bra for 30 years and
purchase our underpants in 5-packs have been simply tossing them in with all of those other
laundry.Another place photographs may have been useful in could have been in explaining the different
types of bras. When I win the lottery I'll replace my underwear drawer with custom-made silk support
bras (in a method to suit my character type, of program), but for now I can't see this reserve having any
application in everyday life. Cute but could easily end up being better As a book on underwear this
reserve does a few basic things best - recommending becoming fitted professionally for a bra, listing
structural points to look for and great laundry tips about maintaining some very costly garments. What I
finished up using the most was their set of links to on-line shops that sell quality undergarments. Type
'bra' or 'lingerie' into a search engine and you may get yourself a plethora of outcomes that could make
anyone blush! I really hoped this would help me with an increase of details besides how to prevent the
world's most heinous criminal offense: the visible panty range.Nevertheless the book fell short for me
personally in many ways. The majority of the choices are really for show, never for comfort, so I just
couldn't get in to the idea of putting on those contraptions under my everyday clothing. Well, head into
victoria's top secret and mention this and you'll get yourself a glazed appear from an 'associate' who has



no clue what you are discussing! In this respect I think the 'What not to wear' series does a far greater job.
I actually took pretty good care of my bras for weekly or two after finishing the book, i quickly
remembered that these were still cheap pieces of crap that hardly ever fit right to begin with. Not, unless
your real problem is that you just can't find out which bra matches your personality type. there were NO
photographs in this book. So, don't get this publication for your budding niece or girl as a primer on
undergarments! Underwear will be the foundation Who thought up underwear anyways?!of a book about
lingerie! Some pictures and tips on what to look for regarding your size would have been useful.I think
the issue is that the reserve tries to do an excessive amount of and has inadequate space to accomplish it.
Really Tried to Like It I gave this reserve a fair shot by reading it fully. By the end, I didn't feel educated,
and I didn't have an urge to displace my under garment choices or nightwear. I possibly could give it to
my child if indeed it was a 'girl's guide' (okay, my WIFE could provide it to my girl, otherwise it's just too
creepy); My look at is wear nicer underthings under dressier clothing, and comfortable natural cotton
under denim jeans and T-shirts. For just one, in a reserve describing how many females were wearing the
incorrect fitting bras some images of what makes a wrong fit or a right fit might have been helpful. There
is a fitting guideline (thought you understood what size you wore? Probably, but I've by no means met a
woman however who didn't know just what she currently liked. No pic's, more a less a what's right for
you reserve. I ordered this because I was generally curious how are you affected "underneath it all" --
how women pick out underwear, different types of bras, what the fashion trends are throughout
background, etc. As a general kind of guide to women's intimates, that is a good book."One final term,
since it's almost Xmas;" or "Barely Bras" or some such, all gathered jointly for your convenience. Well
crafted, could use a bit more clarification about international US sizing and the shortage thereof Daughter
loves it I purchased this for my daughter who is in the fashion industry Ah, the promise. There is nothing
that makes this reserve a must-read, unless you are absolutely obsessed with underwear.The book covers
an instant history of lingerie (which, again, could have benefited greatly from illustations), describes
various kinds of undergarments, lists good ideas for sexy lingerie and has a big section specialized in
seduction scenarios! Bras, you can sort of see that, something must hold everything set up. What's the
idea? Great history lesson as well. And what about the price range? An individual can spend from $5 to
$500 and more for a bra. What do you get for the excess $495? panties out there, and the usual round of
advice for making small breasts look perky. There is a history of lingerie, in addition to a guide to all or
any its different forms. Would I recommend this reserve to anyone? But there is normally none found
here. Okay, I realize given that I'm not the person this book is targeted at, but the description managed to
get sound like this was by a lingerie expert that may have real answers to real complications..There are
several indepth descriptions of the types of bras & Everyone can look superb within their lingerie. This
little book can convince actually those that don't enjoy dancing around in their undies to like themselves
with their clothing (mainly) off. There are many mothers out there that can verify having advised that
good lingerie could make your clothes appearance better. This publication will show you how to
accomplish that, regardless of what kind of shape you have, and what kind of clothes you wear. Essential
buying? For underwear salespeople only This is fine if you're doing work for Victoria Secret but that's
about any of it.. A guy's review I am a guy.
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